Among other things, the
ACURA 65 is used to
produce plastic funnels for
cheese filling.
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To prepare the milling machine for its range

the company regularly makes improvements
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also be programmed on the machine itself.
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work is clearly apparent: „When we deliver

At Zander EMS, the ACURA is used
exclusively

for

processing

small-scale,

sophisticated parts for which high precision
is a must. It can handle a relatively large
range of materials, from POM plastic,
aluminium and tool steel to tempered steel,
brass and bronze.

Up to 16-hour throughput time
Manufacturing at Zander EMS is never a
monotonous affair – this becomes obvious
also when having a look at the throughput
times. Sometimes the aluminium base
plates run for only 25 seconds, while rotor
fixtures can spend up to 16 hours in a
machining centre. In general, batch sizes
range between one and ten parts. „If we ever
repeat a part, we consider it to be a series,“
smiles Jürgen Zander, and adds, „We have
to be flexible and solution-oriented within
the market. That‘s how we set ourselves
apart from the competition.“ Quality also
plays an important role at Zander EMS, as

good-quality recurring replacement parts,
the customer is happy and wants us to
take over also servicing,“ explains Jürgen
Zander. The machining centres supplied by
the HEDELIUS machine works in Meppen
allow the company to reach the required
standard of quality.

„The service technician was
sensational“
Both the RS 605 K20 and the ACURA
65

came

equipped

with

Heidenhain

controls. „Our employees were already
familiar with Heidenhain, so we wanted
to stick with them,“ explains Zander. The
down-to-earth businessman also takes a
practical approach to machine installation.
As such, the two HEDELIUS machines
were arranged at a 90-degree angle to
one another, allowing short distances. If
necessary, this enables one member of staff
to work on both machines at the same time.
They are predominantly programmed via

Together with the technical properties of
the machining centres, Zander was also
impressed by the human side of HEDELIUS
as a family-run company. „We rarely have
any problems with the machines, but when
we do, service is always good. The service
technician that set up the ACURA was
absolutely sensational.“

